Information about the admission to the degree program European Master in Health and Physical Activity

Admission at the University of Vienna

To start or continue a degree program at the University of Vienna, application and admission deadlines have to be fulfilled (https://slw.univie.ac.at/en/studying/deadlines/).

The admission will initially take place at the University of Vienna. Subsequently, you will also be registered at the University of Rome “Foro Italico”. We therefore strongly recommend starting the approval process as early as possible (within the first days of the application period: July 13-15, 2020 for the winter semester 2020/21)

Note that the processing of applications for admission can take up to 12 weeks.

1. **Admission with a degree from the University of Vienna with an equivalent bachelor degree (eg: Bachelor Sport Science)**

   The admission takes place on u:space. Information about the admission can be found here: https://slw.univie.ac.at/en/studying/admission/. (This information is only available in German)

   Besides the Bachelor Sport Science there are no other equivalent degrees at the University of Vienna at the moment.

2. **Admission with a degree from the University of Vienna with a non-equivalent bachelor degree**

   The admission takes place on u:space. Information about the admission can be found here: https://slw.univie.ac.at/en/studying/admission/. (This information is only available in German)

   The admission may be either
   
   - without stipulations,
   - with stipulations of additional exams (up to a maximum of 30 ECTS) from the bachelor programme which you have to pass during your master programme or
   - rejected due to missing equivalence.

   You will be notified about possible stipulations in the admission letter. A separate admission to a bachelor/master programme to participate in the required courses is not necessary. They should be passed at the beginning of the degree programme!

3. **Admission with a certificate from another university**

   Apply for admission early via u:space and complete your admission personally in the Admission Office within the deadline.
The admission procedure takes place in 5 steps:

**Step 1:** Preparation of the required documents (Please consider the notes to the English proficiency documentations: https://slw.univie.ac.at/en/studying/master-programmes/degree-programmes-in-foreign-languages/)

**Step 2:** Application for admission via u:space (and uploading of the required files)

**Step 3:** Wait for the admission letter

**Step 4:** Personal admission (The admission office is located in the main building of the University of Vienna, Hof IV, Stiege 4, Tiefparterre. Please consider the opening hours.)

**Step 5:** Payment of the tuition fee/students' union fee

We recommend to inform Assoc. Prof. DI Dr. Barbara Wessner after you have received the admission letter in order to initialize the admission process in Rome.

More information about the admission procedure can be found here:

https://slw.univie.ac.at/en/studying/admission-master-other-university/